Don’t be an Industry, Be a Brand!!

Please don‟t greet me with the phrase “You‟re here too!” I know I‟m a management
concept and according to you I shouldn‟t be here but I‟m helpless! I‟m Six Sigma and
if my ears hear even the inch of the word „waste‟, I walk straight away and rescue
people from the unnecessary investments they‟re going through.
It is true that the core Pharmaceutical and Biotech industries and Six Sigma are poles
apart BUT only in your heads. The pillars of Biotech industries are Research and
Development departments. The Research department can individually be credited for
the success of any P&B company. And since research has very strong ties with Six
Sigma so its role cannot be denied in the field of biotechnology.
Since only numbers with facts do the magic so I would directly jump to some key
points now as to how Six Sigma‟s presence and its effective implementation can
revolutionalize the biotech sector. The major issues that occur are:
-INCREASED CYCLE TIMES
Launching the product alone is not sufficient today, being the first one to launch it is
the key. Competitors are many and being ahead of them is all what counts, and amidst
all of this you cannot afford to lag behind. But the key to be your customer‟s trusted
choice lies not just in the quality rather sometimes its all about being the only one
present. Six Sigma gives you an extra edge with

Value Stream Mapping
Process Modelling
How it helps?
Value Stream Mapping examines all aspects of the product in detail which you might
miss otherwise and hence results into low operational costs while process modeling
covers its span over the minute details of not just the products but even the entire
project thus leading to improved operational efficiencies.
Long Term Result:
Reduced cycle time -> Fast Delivery of Product -> No1 P&B Industry
-DEFECTS
Had you been in any other industry I would not have stressed on this aspect but the
make or break for P&B lies entirely in the % of defects. Even small variations can
impact the final outcome of the product in substantial amounts. Unless standardized
tools and techniques are not used, desired drugs and clinical products cannot be
developed.

How it helps?

Six sigma implements statistical and time tested tools, since mathematically tested
tools always reduce the possibility of human as well as process errors therefore it
results in finished products with zero errors.
Long Term Result:
Reduced defects -> Zero Error Product -> Customer’s Trusted Brand
No 1 P&B Industry and Customer‟s trusted brand, do you real think you need more
than this? Yes?? Well then not a problem for at least us because Yes is the only word
that we‟re never afraid of, Six Sigma might have some limitations but Six Sigma, not
at all. We are all set with our perfection shoes on us to assist you in your journey from
being a company to a brand.

STILL HAVE DOUBTS ?
Not sure how Six Sigma Certification can
benefit you ?
Get FREE Counselling from Experts of
Henry Harvin Education

About Henry Harvin Education
As a competency and career development organization, Henry Harvin Education develops, enhances and promotes
select skill-sets those are deemed essential of changing times. Embedding „Value Creation‟ at the core of its vision,
Henry Harvin Education partners with best in industry organizations and empanels domain experts to transform
careers of diverse audience from industry and academia by harnessing the power of skill-centric training programs

